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operat)ons, maintenance and surveillance activities, follow-up of onsite
events, open items, and licensee event reports (LERs), as well as selected
independent inspection activities. Inspection Procedures 30703, 35702, 37700,
37702, 37828, 40500, 61726, 62702, 62703, 71707, 92700, 92701, 92703, 92720,
and 93702 were used as guidance during this inspection.

Safet Issues Mana ement S stem (SIMS) Items: None

Results:

General Conclusions on Stren ths and Weaknesses:

~Stren the

During the reporting period the inspector noted two areas where licensee
actions appeared to be worthy of note. Plant engineering personnel
developed a trouble-shooting plan for system engineers which provides a

systematic framework for the accomplishment of trouble-shooting. The
plan provides structure to enhance taking comprehensive and meaningful
action and providing rationale for actions taken.
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Additionally, corporate engineering endeavors in the area of the setpoint
reverification program identified the fact that design margins for
thermal overloads and instantaneous current devices should be increased.

Weaknesses

During the reporting period the following weaknesses were identified and
brought to management's attention.

'l

o Lack of roblem identification: The inspector identified several
pro ems w ic s ou ave een identified by the licensee.
Specifically, the inspector identified a leaking weld in Unit 1
which should have been identified by the licensee since they had
just repaired a similar leak in Unit 2. Likewise, the inspector
identified that reactor coolant pump motor heaters were energized in
Unit 1. The same heaters'ad caused a fire in Unit 2. The
inspector identified the problem through simple log review.
Likewise, the inspector identified inadequately sized thermal
overloads for the auxiliary saltwater pump room ventilation fan
motors through log review. In addition, the inspector identified a
valve lineup error in the pressurizer steam space sample line and
brought it to the attention of facility for correction. The
inspector identified the error through follow-up of increased
radiation levels in containment and discussions with licensee
personnel.

o Lack of roblem mana ement: The inspector identified additional
examp es w >c appeare to lack adequate management oversight. As
an example, the weld leak was repaired in Unit 2 but a detailed
inspection was not performed in Unit l. Also, fire pump 0-2 had
been improperly assembled three times leading to damage. No
noncon'formance report or adequate root cause had been initiated.
Additionally, a large snubber was found disconnected from the Unit 2
main steam lines, but a nonconformance report was not initiated.

o Lack of effective corrective action: Industry publications
s en s )e we crac sng pro ems sn piping near positive
displacement pumps in 1981. Diablo Canyon has experienced 10 such
failures to date and only after the last failure has proceeded to
instrument the piping.

o Exam les of weak en ineerin work: In April 1990, engineering
issue a poor y t oug t ou eslgn change which raised plant
voltages and led to a reactor coolant pump motor heater fire in Unit
2 and motor thermal overload trips. Engineering compounded the
problem by tardiness in issuing and administering the nonconformance
which resulted in the Unit 1 reactor coolant pump motor heaters not
being deenergized (as planned) until identified by the NRC in August
of 1990 after a Unit 1 heater failure. Likewise, written
engineering commitments to NRC in 1987 to proceduralize AMSAC out of
service allowance times were not accomplished.

Si nificant Safet Hatters: None.





Summar of Violations and Deviations: None.

0 en Items Summar

One open item was identified in this report regarding unexplained main
steam pipe movement.
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DETAILS

Persons Contacted

'AJ D

D. B.
*M. J.

B. W.
+M. G.

M. D.
"T. A.

D. A.
"T. L.

H. J.
J. S.
R. C.
J. A.
M. G.

*S. R.
R.
E. C.

Townsend, Vice President, Diablo Canyon Operations 8 Plant Manager
Hi klush, Assistant Plant Manager, Operations Services
Angus, Assistant Plant Manager, Technical Services
Giffin, Assistant Plant Manager, Maintenance Services
Crockett', Assistant Plant Manager, Support Services
Barkhuff, equality Control Manager
Bennett, Mechanical Maintenance Manager
Taggert, Director equality Support
Grebel, Regulatory Compliance Supervisor
Phillips, E1ectrical Maintenance Manager
Bard, Work Planning Manager
Washington, Instrumentation and Controls Manager
Shoulders, Onsite Project Engineering Group Manager
Burgess, System Engineering Manager
Fridley, Operations Manager
Gray, Radiation Protection Manager
Conne11, Assistant Project Engineer

The inspectors interviewed several other licensee employees including
shift foremen (SFH), reactor and auxiliary operators, maintenance
personnel, plant technicians and engineers, quality assurance personnel
and general construction/startup personnel.

*Denotes those attending the exit interview August 31, 1990.

0 erational Status of Diablo Can on Units 1 and 2

The report period began with both units at full power. The units
remained at full power except for brief planned reductions to 50K power
for condenser cleaning.

During the report period, weld cracks were found by licensee and NRC

personnel in Units 1 and 2. The cracks were near the positive
displacement charging pumps, which have a history of inducing vibration
related piping failures.

In addition, near the end of the reporting period a second Unit 2
pressurizer code safety valve appeared to experience seat leakage,
raising the potential for a forced shutdown should identified leakage
approach technical specification limits.

0 er ational Safet Verification 71707)

a. General

During the inspection period, the inspectors observed and examined
activities to verify the operational safety of the licensee's
facility. The observations and examinations of those activities
were conducted on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.





b.

On a daily basis, the inspectors observed control room activities to
verify compliance with selected Limiting Conditions for Operations
(LCOs) as prescribed in the facility Technical Specifications (TS) ~

Logs, instrumentation, recorder traces, and other operational
records were examined to obtain information on plant conditions and
to evaluate trends. This operational information was then evaluated
to determine if regulatory requirements were satisfied. Shift
turnovers were observed on a sample basis to verify that all
pertinent information of plant status was relayed to the oncoming
crew. Ouring each week, the inspectors toured the accessible areas
of the facility to observe the following:

(a) General plant and equipment conditions.

(b) Fire hazards and fire fighting equipment.

(c) Conduct of selected activities for compliance with the
licensee's administrative controls and approved procedures.

(d) Interiors of electrical and control panels.

(e) Plant housekeeping and cleanliness.

(f) Engineered safety feature equipment alignment and conditions.

(g) Storage of pressurized gas bottles.

The inspectors talked with operators in the control room, and other
plant personnel. The discussions centered on per tinent topics of
general plant conditions, procedures, security, training, and other
aspects of the involved work activities.

Radiolo ical Protection

C.

The inspectors periodically observed radiological protection
practices to determine, whether the licensee's program was being
implemented in conformance with facility policies and procedures and
in compliance with regulatory requirements. The inspectors verified
that health physics supervisors and professionals conducted frequent
plant tours to observe activities in progress and were aware of
significant plant activities, particularly those related to
radiological conditions and/or challenges. ALARA consideration was

found to be an integral part of each RMP (Radiation Mork Permit).

Ph sical Securit (71707

Security activities were observed for conformance with regulatory
requirements, implementation of the site security plan, and
administrative procedures, including vehicle and personnel access
screening, personnel badging, site security force manning,
compensatory measures, and protected and vital area integrity.
Exterior lighting was checked during backshift inspections.

No violations or deviations were identified.





4 . Onsite Event Follow-u (93702)

a. Unit 2 Meld Leak on the Positive Dis lacement Char in Pum

The inspector followed licensee activities associated with a self
revealing weld leak which developed on the Unit 2 positive
displacement charging pump. The leak occurred on July 19, 1990,. and
licensee actions continued through the reporting period.

The leak was vibration fatigue induced in the opinion of the
licensee plant engineers. The leak had previously occurred at the
same location on multiple occurrences in the past and similar
failures had been experienced in Unit l.
On July 26, 1990, the NRC resident inspector discovered another weld
leak. This time the weld was on the Unit 1 positive displacement
pump suction piping, which was not isolable from the safety related
centrifugal charging pump suctions. The licensee made a report to
the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 on July 31, 1990. In the
intervening days between the discovery and the report to the NRC,
the licensee and NRC personnel at the site, in the regional office,
and in NRC headquarters were in communication regarding the finding,
its significance, and licensee actions and evaluation. Both the
Unit 1 and Unit 2 welds were repaired and the systems made operable
during the report period.

Licensee actions regarding Unit 1 will be reported in a licensee
event report (LER). The licensee's actions are also described in a
letter to the NRC dated July 30, 1990, containing an evaluation of
acceptability of continued operation for Unit 1.

Licensee actions regarding the weld cracks were also determined to
be nonconformances by the licensee. The nonconformances, NCR
DC2-90-MN-N050 and NCR DC1-90-NH-N051, will be followed by the
inspectors in the normal course of future inspections.

The licensee's actions regarding the leaking welds appeared
deficient in several ways and deserve further discussion as follows:

o Lack of detailed lannin and coordination of roblem
reso ution

The licensee's actions regarding detailed planning and problem
resolution appeared to be lacking as early as the morning of
July 23, 1990. On that morning, at the morning planning
meeting, no single organization had taken charge of the July 19
Unit 2 weld crack in a way that would comprehensively
investigate and resolve the problem. Efforts on the part of
mechanical maintenance were geared at repair. Efforts of
onsite engineers were directed at pipe support design.

The lack of a coordinated plan was demonstrated as follows:





o On July 23, 1990, four days after the weld leak, the
inspector asked for the licensee's action plan and was
informed that there was no formal plan.

o On July 26, the NRC inspector discovered an additional
crack in Unit 1. The piping. crack'hould have been
discovered by licensee personnel had an adequate plan been
formulated and implemented.

o On July 23, the inspector asked for the weld crack
history. On August 17, 1990, despite repeated requests,
the cracked weld history had not yet been finalized. The
NRC data (which may be incomplete) indicates ten welds
have leaked in the same area from 1984 to date. Five of
the leaks have been at one particular valve weld location
(two in Unit 1 and three in Unit 2) at relief valve 8116.

o Lack of effective corrective action

The number of repeated weld failures indicates less than
satisfactory corrective action. Industry operating experience
published in 1981 warned licensees about the development of
cracks near positive displacement charging pumps. PG8E's
evaluation at that time concluded that "in the event of a leak
does occur then undoubtedly a detailed engineering analysis
followed by the appropriate remedy will be in order."

The licensee has made configuration changes in response to the
weld leaks but in a way that appeared reactive. A hanger was
added to Unit 1 but not Unit 2. Pulsation damper heaters were
rewired and raised in voltage in Unit 2, but not in Unit 1. No
comprehensive action or detailed analysis appeared to be taken
as evidenced by the fact that the piping was not instrumented
to assess the nature of the vibration (which is intermittent
and appears to be not well understood).

The licensee did commit to instrument piping after the
inspector discovered the last weld leak on July 26, 1990.

o Initial lack of mana ement involvement

The licensee's management did not apparently identify or react
to the poorly organized effort of dealing with the July 19,
1990 leak. The inspector's discussions with management did not
seem to motivate a coordinated attack of the problem. The
problem did not appear to be taken seriously until the
inspector discovered the Unit 1 weld leak which affected
operability. Additionally, it appeared to the inspector that
the licensee's oversight groups were not functioning
sufficiently to recognize and then elevate this problem to
upper management's attention.

After the inspectors'oncerns were identified, the Senior
Executive Vice President for Nuclear Operations commissioned an





Event Investigation Team to look into the weld crack matter and
similar concerns raised in Inspection Report 50-275/90-13. The
results of the licensee's event investigation will be examined
by the inspectors in a future inspection.

A arent Reactor Coolant S stem Leak Unit 2

On July 20, 1990, the inspector had discussions with the chemistry
manager regarding an apparent pressurizer steam space leak at less
than technical specification limits, but still of concern. The leak
had been found by chemistry's trending of containment activity with
time and had been pinpointed to the pressurizer steam space by the
mix of nuclides present.

The leak was later identified to be from a sample line which could
be and was isolated. The licensee intends to repair the leak when
the line is available. Although chemistry personnel were diligent
in finding the leak and were commended, the discussion did reveal
that operations personnel had made a valve lineup error which
contributed to the leak by increased pressure in the sample line.
The chemistry personnel knew of the lineup error and had
communicated verbally with operations. No action was taken by
operations until the error was again identified by the NRC
inspector. Licensee management committed to appropriate actions to
prevent recurrence of the valve lineup error and the
miscommunication. The actions included counseling the involved
employee and making the error a topic of discussion at the monthly
shift foremans meeting held by operations management.

Thermal Overload Devices Im ro erl Sized

On July 16, 1990, during reviews of operator logs, the inspector
noted that the Auxiliary Saltwater Pump 1-1 (ASW) had been declared
inoperable due to its room ventilation fan tripping off repeatedly
on thermal overload. The thermal overload is an electrical
protective device for the motor. Continued examination revealed
that the electrician who investigated found nothing wrong and reset
the device. The operations foreman subsequently declared the ASW

pump operable.

Continued investigation revealed that licensee engineering personnel
in the general office were aware of and had evaluated undersized
thermal overloads and instantaneous current devices and had planned
to replace the thermal over loads and other devices.

The inspector questioned continued operability and subsequent
telephone conferences were held with licensee, NRC Region V, and NRC

headquarters personnel. Licensee explanations were satisfactory and
operation continued. During the reporting period, the licensee has
been replacing the devices in question. The licensee has determined
that the condition was not reportable but agreed to issue an
information only licensee event report since they believe
undersizing of these devices may be a generic problem.





At the exit interview, the inspector discussed two apparent
weaknesses brought out by the examination of the incident:

l. 0 erabilit determinations made at too low a level in the
or anszatlon

The ASM pump was declared operable even though no cause of the
problem had been found. This was based on the judgement of an
ele'ctrician. No testing had been done to ensure the device was
operating properly. The inspector considered and the licensee
agreed that such operability decisions were being made too low
in the organization, especially when no obvious problem was
found. The licensee committed to issue a maintenance bulletin
to implement the revised policy of requiring management
involvement in operability determinations when no obvious
defect is found'and documenting the rationale for operability.
The licensee also promulgated the policy verbally as an interim
action.

2. Poorl en ineered desi n chan e

The licensee had issued and performed changes in the last
refueling outages to raise voltages in the plant. Licensee
engineers believed their actions to be conservative for thermal
overloads but had not considered certain types of small motors
for which the change was not conservative. In another case,
the increased voltages caused a motor heater to fail and burn.
The licensee has written two nonconformances on the issue,
DCO-90-EN N019 and N020. The inspector will follow-up these
nonconformances in the normal course of future inspections.
Initial follow-up revealed another licensee error, as described
in paragraph 4. 1.

At the exit interview the inspector also discussed an apparent
strength, in that the licensee had, through their setpoint
reverification program (part of the configuration management action
plan), discovered, evaluated and initiated conservative actions to
upgrade their thermal over load devices.

d. Unit 2 Auxiliar Buildin Charcoal Preheater

On July 30, 1990, the Unit 2 auxiliary building charcoal preheater
for the safeguards ventilation system was declared inoperable due to
the electrical breaker opening during the scheduled monthly ten hour
test. The licensee found a loose connection and repaired it and
performed a satisfactory retest.

On August 26, 1990, the charcoal preheater was again called
inoperable due to the breaker opening. Licensee investigation found
another loose connection. The breaker opened again during retest
and plant management decided to replace the breaker and save it for
root cause analysis. The breaker was replaced and the system
retested satisfactorily. Bench testing of the removed breaker did





not reveal any problems. The licensee intends to continue
troubleshooting efforts.

Accident Miti ation S stem Actuation Circuitr (AMSAC Ino erable

On July 30, 1990, the Unit 2 AMSAC was declared inoperable due to
alarm failures. The licensee was asked if they had an
administrative limiting condition for operation since technical
specifications did not apply. Licensee personnel in operations and
compliance stated they did not.

The inspector pointed out that the licensee had committed to the NRC

in 1987 to provide an administrative procedure to limit out of
service time for the AMSAC system (reference October 30, 1987,
letter PGE DCL 87-258, pages 13 and 14).

AMSAC was subsequently repaired and made operable.

On August 27, the inspector followed up on licensee actions and
found that corrective action had been initiated (reference action
request AR A0199058) to revise surveillance test procedure STP I 92A
to provide the necessary administrative controls for AMSAC.

The licensee considered this occurrence to be isolated.

Fire Pum 0-2 Maintenance Errors

On July 30, 1990, the inspector became aware of the first of several
errors associated with the maintenance of Fire Pump 0-2. The
inspector, in reviewing the operator logs, noted an entry which
stated the pump had erroneously been declared operable on July 27,
1990, without having been fully post maintenance tested.

Retesting commenced on July 30, 1990, and the pump subsequently
failed the testing due to high bearing temperature and vibration.
Upon the second disassembly, the packing sleeve assembly was found
to have been misassembled to such a degree that impeller wear rings
had become so hot that they came off the impeller.

Later in the month after reassembly with a new impeller, the pump
did not meet its performance requirements. The licensee called in a
vendor who listened to the pump and heard metallic sounds. The pump
was disassembled a third time and the wear rings were found to have
become loose again. This time, the mechanical maintenance manager
stated that the cause was that a vendor recommendation to use
locktite had not been known by the licensee.

Upon reassembly, the pump did not quite reach its performance curve
requirements and was still considered inoperable as of August 27,
1990.

The inspector discussed the lack of root cause analysis and
corrective action with the acting Assistant Plant Manager for
Maintenance on August 27, 1990. The inspector expressed concern
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that the mechanical maintenance personnel involved had not generated
a nonconformance report on the series of errors. The errors
included improper post maintenance testing, installing the impeller
backwards, installing the wrong bearing, and installing shaft
packing such that cooling flow holes were blocked.

The inspector considered the licensee tardiness in establishing root
cause aqd corrective action to be a lack of aggressive management
oversight.'he licensee had prepared a lower order quality
evaluation (gE) on the matter. However, inspection revealed that
root cause analysis performed on August 27, 1990, the day of the
inspector's inquiry, was limited to hardware problems, and did not
address causes of the hardware problems. For example, the gE stated
that high bearing temperature was caused by not aligning the
stuffing box lantern ring properly, thereby blocking cooling flow..
This is clearly true but does not address the root cause of the
misassembled stuffing box.

The inspector discussed the situation with the acting plant manager
on August 28, 1990. The licensee decided to write a nonconformance
report on the misassembly of the fire pump at that time.

At the exit interview, the inspector discussed the above scenario
and stated that the problem appeared to be another example of a lack
of problem ownership and resolution.

Ino erable Main Steam Pi in Snubber

On August 15, 1990, the licensee discovered a large hydraulic piping
snubber which had become disconnected from the Unit 2 main steam
lead number 1 outside containment. The stud an'd nuts which
connected the snubber ear to the pipe clamp had fallen off and were
found by a laborer who reported his finding.

When an attempt was made to reconnect the snubber, the licensee
discovered that the piping had moved to such a degree that there
would be insufficient stroke left in the snubber to accommodate some
postulated accident conditions. The licensee initiated a design
change to provide additional stroke and accomplished the change on
August 17, 1990.

On August 27, 1990, the inspector attempted to determine the status
of the operability determination of Unit 1 and 2 in regards to the
unexpected pipe movement. Initial discussions with plant management
and engineering personnel led the inspector to believe that the
operability had not been addressed thoroughly. Different managers
had different ideas of what had been done. A nonconformance report
had not been assigned. The inspector requested the Assistant Plant
Manager for Operations to assess the piping operability in face of
the unexpected pipe movement.

On August 28, 1990, the licensee stated that they considered the
piping to be operable. They provided the description of the history
and actions which follows.
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On August 16 and 17, 1990, the licensee performed a walkdown of
other snubbers in the same area in Units 1 and 2 and found no
other disconnected snubbers and found no other snubber with
insufficient stroke.

The licensee had previously verified stroke of the snubber on
May 7, 1990, after the Unit 2 refueling outage.

Thd licensee had performed a calculation which concluded that
had the snubber bottomed out during an event, the piping would
not have been overstressed to failure.

The licensee had not yet done a calculation as to the effects
on the pipe of a missing snubber (i.e. when it was
disconnected).

The licensee did not understand why piping was moving greater
than expected.

The licensee committed to investigate sliding supports and any
other items which may shed light on the unexpected movement.

The licensee initiated a nonconformance on August 28, 1990.

At the exit interview, the inspector discussed the above scenario as
another example of poor problem management. The inspector also
stated the unexpected pipe movement would be carried as an open item
(50-323/90-19-01) and urged the licensee to promptly pursue an
understanding of the phenomenon.

h. Protection S stem Testin

On August 17, 1990, during performance of functional testing of the
reactor protection system logic in Unit 1, an apparent test fai lure
occurred in that a trouble indication light came on. Subsequent
tests could not repeat the failure. A similar occurrence had
happened on Unit 2 in June 1990.

The licensee attacked the problem using a new draft administrative
method produced by plant engineering called "Troubleshooting
Guidelines".

The tool appeared to be useful in that it provides a systematic
structured approach to troubleshooting, involves diverse personnel
and provided (in this case) a clear record of troubleshooting
performed, the rationale and results of actions.

The conclusion of this troubleshooting was that a test switch had
failed to properly actuate due to dirty contacts and that the
contacts affected the results of the test but not the functionality
of the reactor protection system.
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At the exit interview, the inspector commended the licensee for the
effort and urged them to consider the troubleshooting method for use
by other departments.

Condensate Water S ill
On August 20, 1990, the low conductivity tank in the Unit 1
condensate polisher buttress area overflowed spilling approximately
17,000 gallons of water. The floor drains were overloaded causing
water to flow into the yar d between the turbine building and the I8C
shop and ultimately the ocean. A subsequent water sample determined
that the spilled water contained no radioactivity and was
essentially clean.

The event occurred when an operator inadvertently operated a remote
toggle switch, which vented an inservice demineralizer to the low
conductivity tank. The toggle switch was located on a control panel
in the condensate polisher control room.

The control panel was extremely crowded with many toggle switches of
identical design. Although the panel was not designed for routine
operation of the polisher system, inadequacies of the automated
polisher control system have resulted in daily manual manipulations.
The operator was performing a complex resin transfer and apparently
inadvertently operated a wrong toggle switch.

The poor human factor design of the condensate polisher control
panel has contributed to previous spills and equipment damage. The
licensee has initiated action to replace the control panel and
automated control system of both units during the fifth refueling
outage. The inspector encouraged plant management to proceed
expeditiously -with the modification since (although this time it was
a spill of clean water) the potential exists for an inadvertent
caustic resin spill which would be hazardous to personnel safety.

Fire Water Tank O-l Water S ill
On August 23, 1990, during a post maintenance test run of Fire Pump

0-2, the O-l fire water tank overflowed approximately 12,000 gallons
of water into yard drains. The water was verified by plant
chemistry personnel to be essentially clean.

The spill resulted from a system lineup error made prior to the
initiation of the pump test. The operations crew recognized that to
accomplish the post maintenance test run, a lineup different than
the normal lineup was needed. Instructions in the form of a "formal
communication" were issued by the shift foreman to be carried out by
operators. It was this instruction which errantly left an isolation
valve open. It was unclear why an inservice test procedure which
provided the correct lineup was not used.

The licensee initiated a quality evaluation (gE) to address the
cause of the misalignment. The inspector will follow-up the
licensee's review in a future routine inspection.
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Leakin Unit 2 Pressurizer Safet Valves

On August 22, 1990, operators received control room indication that
the second of three pressurizer safety valves had begun to leak.
Discharge tailpipe temperatures of up to 230 F were observed on
safety valve 8010B. Safety vajve 8010A had appeared to have a
steady slow leak since mid July.

The licensee previously committed to take action to shutdown and
repair a pressurizer safety valve if there was evidence that its
loop seal had been lost. Testing data showed that wi,thout a loop
seal, a pressurizer safety valve would lift between 4X and 10K below
its setpoint putting it outside the technical specification
acceptance criteria of + 1X.

The licensee had set an administrative pressurizer safety valve
leakage acceptance criteria of 0.05 gpm. The acceptance criteria
was based on the calculated rate of condensation, or reformation, of
the safety valve loop seal. Since there was no direct measure of
individual safety valve tailpipe leakage flow, operators monitored
changes in the pressurizer relief tank level (PRT).

Although this calculational method was adequate for one leaking
safety valve, it might not be adequate for two if the combined leak
rate measured at the PRT exceeded 0.05 gpm. In that case the
licensee could not differentiate leakage between the two safety
valves or the other sources of leakage to the PRT.

To provide a definitive measure of the existence of a loop seal, the
licensee installed thermocouples on the loop'seal piping of the
leaking safety valves. Wit) a loop seal, the temperature of the
piping is approximately 350 F and without a loop seal, over 600 F,.

Initial readings after the installation of the thermocouples
indicated the presence of a loop seal on both valves. Since the
instrumentation readout was installed inside containment, operators
have been given instruction to obtain a reading only after a change
in PRT level.

The licensee was continuing to pursue a Technical Specification
amendment request to gag any one leaking safety valve. In February
1990, Unit 2 had been allowed to operate for three weeks until their
scheduled refueling outage with a safety valve gagged. The
inspector will continue to follow the licensee's progress in this
area.

Fai lure to Deener ize Motor Heaters

On August 28, 1990, during operator log reviews the inspector
observed log entries regarding smoke detector alarms in containment
and 480 volt ground alarms in containment. Subsequent log entries
indicated the source had been found and was the motor heaters on
reactor coolant pump (RCP) 1-4.
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The inspector recalled that as a result of a motor fire in Unit 2 on
April 17, 1990, the licensee had, after investigation, determined
the motor heaters on reactor coolant pumps should be deenergized and
had presumably done so on both units.

Further examination revealed that operators were not aware of the
decision and had not deenergized Unit 1 heaters although Unit 2's
heaters had been deenergized. The inspector notified operations
manaqemdnt who then or dered a containment entry and deenergized the
rema>ning three reactor coolant pump motor heaters.

The inspector discussed the occurrence with plant management
personnel who provided the explanation which follows.

When licensee personnel decided that the cause of the Unit 2 fire
was the higher voltages induced by voltage tap setting changes
(discussed in paragraph '4„c.) they initiated action to have the
heaters deenergized in Unit 2 (which was in an outage). Electrical
personnel believed the heaters in Unit 1 would be deenergized
because the pumps were running and normal pump logic deenergizes
heaters when pumps are running. This was not the case with reactor
coolant pump logic and the heaters were in fact energized.

Operations personnel have a procedure for reactor coolant pump which
contains a note, but not an action step, that heaters should be
deenergized when pumps are running. This note was believed to be
sufficient to ensure heaters were deenergized but was not.

Engineering personnel in the general office had written a
nonconformance on August 7, '1990, (reference DCO-90-EN-N019). The
nonconformance, which was in draft, also states the heaters are
deenergized. Engineering personnel stated that this conclusion was
based on discussion with site personnel.

At the exit interview, the inspector reemphasized the following
conclusions regarding this occurrence.

o The licensee's problem identification process appeared weak in
this case. Several plant personnel should have identified the
fact that heaters should not be energized, especially in light
of the July and August discussions with NRC of voltage tap
setting and the consequent heater fires.

o The licensee s formality of action was lacking. The decision
to deenergize heaters in Unit 2 was implemented by installing
labels on the breaker cabinet rather than providing a procedure
sign-off. The heaters in Unit 2 were simply assumed to be off
without verification. Secondly, engineering personnel did not
initiate a nonconformance report on improperly sized motor
heaters (identified in April 1990) until August 1990.
Apparently the engineering personnel assumed plant actions
would be taken to deenergize the Unit 1 RCP heaters.
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o Engineering personnel again accepted informal verbal input
regarding plant actions and wrote them as fact in their
nonconformance report. The inspector emphasized that
engineering management must continually instill a sense of
formality in the engineering staff.

No violations or deviations were identified.

Maintenance '62703)

The inspectors observed portions of, and reviewed records on, selected
maintenance activities to assure compliance with approved procedures,
technical specifications, and appropriate industry. codes and standards.
Furthermore, the inspectors verified maintenance activities were
performed by qualified personnel, in accordance with fire protection and
housekeeping controls, and replacement parts were appropriately
certified.

During the reporting period the inspector examined licensee maintenance
activities associated with freeze sealing and weldinq of a pipe crack in
the Unit 1 charging system suction piping. In addition, a regional
nondestructive examination specialist was available and reviewed (with
satisfactory results) the licensee's radiographs of the weld repair.
Additionally, the inspector examined weld repair and pipe support
modifications associated with the Unit 2 positive displacement charging
pump discharge piping.

The inspector examined maintenance aspects of events discussed in section
4 of this report including thermal overload troubleshooting (paragraph
4.c.), charcoal preheater troubleshooting (paragraph 4.d.), main steam
snubber repairs (paragraph 4.g.), and reactor protection system
troubleshooting (paragraph 4.h.).

No violations or deviations were identified.

Survei 1 1 ance (61726

The inspector specifically witnessed functional testing and vibration
measurements of the Unit 2 positive displacement charging pump. Also,
regional personnel from the engineering section observed molded case
circuit breaker testing. Additionally the inspector examined the
surveillance testing aspects of the events described in section 4 of this
report. Specifically the testing aspects of thermal overload devices and
molded case circuit breakers (paragraph 4.c,), auxiliary building
ventilation testing (paragraph 4.d.), fire pump performance testing
(paragraph 4.f.), pipe snubber surveillance inspection (paragraph 4.g.),
reactor protection system testing (paragraph 4. h.), and compensatory
surveillances performed in response to leaking safety valves (paragraph
4.k.).

By direct observation and record review of selected surveillance testing,
the inspectors assured compliance with TS requirements and plant
procedures. The inspectors verified that test equipment was calibrated,
and acceptance criteria were met or appropriately dispositioned.
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No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Desi n Chan es and Modifications Pro ram (37702)

The inspector reviewed licensee procedures
control of temporary modifications, lifted
change packages were reviewed for selected
conducted since 1985 on the CCM, RHR, RCS,
systems.

for design change control and
leads and jumpers. Design
completed modifications
DG, ECCS and Refueling

A total of 25 (daughter) Design Change Notices (DCNs) were reviewed for
the following (father) Design Change Packages (DCPs):

030764
035810
039666
040053
041166
041260
041426
041555
043623
043669
043773
043794
044962
046039
046061

Revise NSSS Setpoint
Install High Density Fuel Racks
Remove CRDM Head Adapter
Replace Pressurizer Spray Valve
Addition of a Second BIT Bypass Valve
Install Permanent RCS Nitrogen Injection
Change Delta T Deviation Alarm Setpoint
Replace Diesel Generator Expansion Tank Level Indicator
Replace or Reposition Thimble Tubes
Replace Actuator Valve 8045
Install Jumper at RN040
Revise Pressurizer Level Control
Modify Reactor Vessel Refueling Level Indication System
Pressurizer Safety Valve 8010B Gag Bolt
Remove Gag from Pressurizer Safety

The purpose of each design change was always clearly described in the
DCNs. The DCPP design change request control form (Technical Review Form
TR-60) was very comprehensive in its scope of design and safety issues
to be considered for each plant modification (approximately 50 separate
issues are considered for each design change request). The technical
reviews for each issue addressed were always incorporated into the DCN

and of appropriate detail.

Analyses for assuring that proposed changes did not involve an unreviewed
safety question or the need for a change to Technical Specifications were
logical, explanatory and comprehensive. In fact, where design changes
were determined to be non-safety related, Form TR-60 conservatively
required a discussion of exactly why the modification would not affect
safety related structures, systems and components.

Form TR-60 strongly emphasized ALARA concerns such as pre-modification
radiation surveys and lowest integrated dose analyses. The form also
emphasized control room human factors considerations.

The DCPP administrative system (implemented on a networked computer
system) made it easy to determine which DCNs and drawings had been
revised or superseded. As-built markup drawings were available to plant
operators for testing and maintenance during drawing revision and
distribution.,
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In most, but not all cases, drawing revisions were accomplished, issued
and distributed in a timely manner. The communication between DCPP and
the corporate design organization has recently been enhanced through
the use of an electronic mail system. It was recognized by the DCPP
design control personnel that continued emphasis on the use of such
communication tools could reduce the number of delayed (3 to 6 months)
drawing revisions from the observed (in this sample) rate of
approximately, lOX.

Post modification testing requirements and results for each DCP could be
determined using the licensee s computer network. The post modification
tests were selected by a centralized engineering test group (in
consultation with the modification sponsor) and concurred in by the DCPP
operations organization. The selection of tests for each modification was
administratively controlled through the use of Form AP C-1S1 (Plant
Modification Checklist) and Form 69 (DCN Construction Completion
Verification Form).

For temporary modifications, modification removal DCPs were developed in
parallel with modification installation DCPs. Therefore, a formal
control existed for removal. In the case of the pressurizer safety
valve gag removal DCP 046061, a gag removal functional test was not
required due to the removal of the valve from the plant. A jumper
removal DCP was not required for DCP 043773 because the jumper installed
was a permanent modification.

No violations or deviations were identified.

~

~

~ ~
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11. Exit 30703)

On August 31, 1990, an exit meeting was conducted with the licensee's
representatives identified in paragraph 1. The inspectors summarized the
scope and findings of the inspection as described in this report.
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